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Abstract— The morphogenesis process, which allows the full growth of living beings from individual cells,
has been very attractive to create algorithms that control agent swarms because, like biological systems, it is
distributed, robust and not dependent on external positioning. One of its key issues is how to specify complex
swarm three-dimensional shape formation and the paradigm is also able to implement shapes with unlimited
canonical dimensions and create Hyper-Surface shapes. In this paper we present an implementation approach of
a distributed shape formation algorithm inspired in the morphogenesis paradigm and its performance simulation
results against all the factors and parameters of the algorithm. We will show the advantages of this approaches
related to the flexibility, robustness and applicability.
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1 Introduction

Morphogenesis is the biological nature process
that describes how billions of individual cells self
organize and grow into a precise shape. It inspires
several solutions to control swarms of land robots
and drones by exploiting its independence of an
external global positional reference, shape preci-
sion and scalability(Levin, 2012). The mathemat-
ical model(Turing, 1952; Setty et al., 2012) allow
us to create ”Shapes” on any number of canoni-
cal dimensions transparently. Aerial Autonomous
Swarms, for example, have at least three spatial
and rotational dimensions but we could also add
others such as ”Energy Charge”creating a ”Hyper-
Shapes”formation process. We implemented these
concepts in a sound multidimensional simulation
architecture and our major challenge was to adjust
several complex parameters, such as the minimum
proximity distances and the movement rates and
we present here the results which provided very
efficient performance for the algorithm.

In the next sections we will describe the
morphogenesis concepts and their applications in
swarms shape formation. Section four presents the
proposed mathematical model implemented, sec-
tion five the algorithm and implementation and
on six the simulation results, further analyzed in
the last section.

2 Morphogenesis

2.1 Concepts

Morphogenesis is the biological process(Turing,
1952; Setty et al., 2012) from which in-
dividual cells reproduce creating macro-
structures (Bhattacharyya, 2006) in multi-
cellular organisms(Iber et al., 2016) and living
beings(Kerszberg and Wolpert, 2007). The first

mathematical model explaining this process
was proposed by Alan Turing in 1952, since
then, there have been studies on both better
understanding it as well as using its principle in
computing areas.

The most usual explanation (Kondo and
Miura, 2010; Mamei et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2012;
Jin, 2013) of this process is the idea that some
chemical element, a protein(P), also known as
Morphogen, diffuses from some cells to its neigh-
borhood and the concentration of P, declining
from the original source will translate into posi-
tional information. Let’s say, for example, that
some initial cell would have a concentration of P
equals 100 and once it passes to the next neighbor,
it declines to 90 and so on. Therefore, if we look at
this rate as the gradient of P in some direction, lets
say X, we would have a relative coordinate system
totally independent of the real world one. This is
absolutely necessary for biological cells, since they
do not have any means to self-position on space
and very interesting paradigm if we want to cre-
ate algorithms for agents, such as a robot, that
is able to position among themselves apart from
real-world coordinates.

This concept is very useful for understand-
ing the morphogenesis basic principle, the gradi-
ent related positioning, but not enough if we want
to build a real working model and algorithms for
multiple agents control. If we extend the idea of
one morphogen type defines one dimension (ex.
X) and another one, other spatial dimensions we
would still have a problem: Since the cell has abso-
lutely no spatial orientation with its surrounding
environment, how could it know if it is propagat-
ing the morphogen on which direction ? This is
the same problem a multi-agent robotic system
would have if no global positioning system is pro-
vided. The real truth is that the main orientation
for a coordinate system must be created. The bi-



ological systems does that implicitly.

The interaction between cells when propagat-
ing the morphogens, according to Turing model
and most consensus in bio sciences community,
works on an oscillatory feedback loop through
reaction-diffusion. Basically, the protein P that
represents the morphogen, propagates to the sur-
rounding cells and stimulates the creation of an-
other element, lets name ”G”(that actually corre-
sponds to the RNA) that in turn creates more of
the protein P that propagates back to the original
cell and its surroundings. The protein P activates
the creation of its factory (G) but at the same
time, inhibits itself, causing it to decay its con-
centration value. This back and forth mechanism
between the cells creates an oscillation pattern
of the propagation and decay of the morphogen
from its original cells, named ”Reaction-Diffusion
Model”(Kondo and Miura, 2010). Well, so far we
have a stable mechanism that reinforce the consis-
tent gradient decay rate from the source that will
define the relative positioning but, in such model,
one can realize that the propagation will be the
same in all directions and therefore no reference
coordinate system can be created.

The equations (1) and (2), evolved from Tur-
ing’s original work (Turing, 1952) in differen-
tial equations that describes the oscillatory pro-
cess.The function Hs(G) in equation (3) express
the desired shape over the multidimensional posi-
tion vector G to be formed by regulating the gra-
dient decay and fl is a non-linear function, such as
sigmoid, to normalize the system. This computa-
tional model assumes a given coordinate system,
what in real biology systems is created on the go.

dGv
dt

= mPv − a.
∂Hs(G)

∂Gv
, v = (x, y, z...) (1)

dPv
dt

= −cPv − k.fl(
∂Hs(G)

∂Gv
), v = (x, y, z...) (2)

Hs(G) = f(Gx, Gy, Gz...) (3)

3 Morphogenic Shape Definition
Methods

3.1 Shape Types

Standard Geometric Shapes There are sev-
eral approaches when specifying standard shapes,
such as circles or straight lines(Dang et al., 2016;
Yu and Barca, 2015; Seng et al., 2013; Barca et al.,
2013), the most usual is to define ”goal points”
based on the standard shapes functions and cal-
culate agents optimal trajectories to the closest
goal points in the shape(Barca et al., 2013; Dang
et al., 2016).

Free-Form Shapes There are three major ap-
proaches to create free-form shapes. The first
is just define straight specify goal points(Barca
et al., 2013) to every agent or a lead one with
followers. This is a simple and low computa-
tional cost approach but not very efficient and
does not exploit all the swarm potential. The
second is basically to design an ad hoc geomet-
rical algorithm for every different shape(Mamei
et al., 2004; Barca and Sekercioglu, 2011; Yeom
and Park, 2010; Kar-Han Tan and Lewis, 1996; Yu
and Barca, 2015; Navarro and Mat́ıa, 2013). This
is doubtfully a general solution given that there
could be no deterministic algorithm for a cer-
tain shape. The third approach, fully exploit-
ing the morphogenesis paradigm, named Gene
Regulatory Network(GRN)is capable of cre-
ate any shape, even standard ones by basically
defining the shape function gradient, in analytical
form(Jin and Sendhoff, 2008; Guo et al., 2009; Jin
et al., 2009) or in pieces using NURBS1(Piegl and
Tiller, 1996), what basically means defining the
shape as a combination of parametric functions,
what allow us to easily prove the algorithm con-
vergence. The work of Yaochu Jin(Jin and Send-
hoff, 2008; Guo et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2009; Guo
et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2011; Jin and Meng, 2011;
Meng et al., 2013; Ramezan Shirazi et al., 2014;
Oh et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2012; Jin, 2013; Oh and
Jin, 2014b; Oh and Jin, 2014a; Oh et al., 2017) has
been evolving on this direction for many years but
not very much going out of the bounds of mathe-
matical simulations and not better explaining the
algorithm implementation and reconciliation with
the coordinate systems determination.

3.2 Morphgenesis and Swarm Movement

The most usual mistake when trying to imple-
ment or understand the morphogenesis process in
a multidimensional swarm is ignoring some main
differences between cell reproduction and swarm
movement. In the former, the ”movement” Px for
cells to reach a certain targetHxn (Figure 1(A))
is by reproducing itself in the direction of the tar-
get, regarding each dimension. On doing that,
the cells diffuses the decay of Morphogen Gx di-
rectly by contact on the same reproduction direc-
tion thus defining the position of each cell. On
the other hand, in order to reach the same target,
an agent of the swarm actually moves along the
direction and towards the target (Figure 1(B)),
therefore without no way to record its own Mor-
phogen Gx decay and position. In the biological
Morphogenesis, each cell implicitly knows that it
is part of the whole swarm, since its own existence
depends on the previous one, but in swarms, each
element does not necessary knows the existence
or position of other elements. The Morphogenesis

1Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines



Figure 1: Morphogenesis x Swarm Movement

paradigm would still be applied to the gradient
descent movement towards the target (Px) but it
is necessary some external form of positional in-
formation to be communicated among the swarm
elements. There are some methods that could be
applied. The simple one is by external positioning
systems, such as GPS2. Another already exploited
solution by some researchers is sending distances
among the swarm and reconstruct original posi-
tions using a euclidean matrix (Madej, 2009; Dok-
manic et al., 2015). The more sound solution,
keeping the inspiration on biological morphogen-
esis is to send directional signals among the ele-
ments of the swarm diffusing the morphogen Gx
with the proper decay. This requires that the com-
munication between emitters and receivers to be
directional for each physical dimension.

4 Proposed Morphogenesis Inspired
Free-Shape Formation Approach

The current morphogenesis approach for free-
form shape formation(Guo et al., 2012; Oh and
Jin, 2014a; Oh and Jin, 2014b; Oh and Jin, 2016)
mainly focus on the definition of shapes using
NURBS(Piegl and Tiller, 1996), in other words,
combination of non-linear curves. Our approach
uses focal points, as in (Barca and Sekercioglu,
2011; Barca et al., 2013) in combination with the
GRN methods The dimension units presented in
the graphs of the next sections are meant just for
conceptual understanding and therefore not in-
cluded

2Global Positioning System

Figure 2: Single Point position and movement

4.1 Shapes by Focal Points

In order to better understand the basis of the mor-
phogenesis shape formation, we first will demon-
strate how one specific agent is driven towards one
point of the shape and them extend the concept to
a free-form shape composed by multiple arbitrary
points.

Single Focal Point Shape The Morphogene-
sis model, as presented previously, assumes that
the shape is defined by a function H(G(x),G(y)...],
where G is the morphogen expressed as a position
in every dimension. The gradient of H(s) express
the movement or speed of the agent in each di-
mension. The figure 2(upper) shows an example
in 2 dimensions for defining a single point of a
shape. Notice that H(s) would really be a cir-
cle in 2D space where we assume that the radius
is so small that the equations convergence would
point to the center. The figure 2(lower), in the
same scale shows the module of the gradient vec-
tor representing the speed P. Notice that the speed
gets to a maximum value around the center point
pulling it from the surroundings and decreasing to
zero once the agent gets to the target. One has to
imagine a N-Dimensional space where an Hyper-
Point would be the center of an Hyper-Sphere of
attraction.

Multiple Focal Points Shape We must now
extend the concept applied in the previous sec-
tion assuming that every free-form shape may be
formed by a linear combination of H(s) Hyper-
Point functions.H(s) of each focal point is zero for



Figure 3: Multi Point Shape Position

every point far enough of each other (figure 3),
and therefore, H(s) for a general shape may be
written by eq.(4)

G1(x, y, ..) +G2(x, y, ..) + ...+Gi(x, y, ..) (4)

The movement, or speed of the agent towards
the shape formation is then expressed by the eq.
(5) but we may realize that the multiple parameter
adjustments in the gradient descent function could
cause, for example, the points to collapse on one
unique shape violating our assumptions about the
linear combination.

∇G1(x, y, ..)+∇G2(x, y, ..)+...+∇Gi(x, y, ..) (5)

5 Implementation

5.1 Algorithm

The equations (6) through (9) expresses our sim-
ulation implementation. The set of agents m in

the positions
−→
Gm (7) searches for then targets

−→
T n(6) by calculating all the multidimensional eu-

clidean distances
−→
Dm(8). The combination of the

distances for all targets could be combined weight-
ing according to the distances or just picking the
closest one. Either way, the movement towards

the target, expressed by
−→
P m(9) obeys the decay

functions lambdal on each moving dimension l (9).
Note that not necessarily all dimensions may be
allowed to ”change” when moving to the multidi-
mensional ”Hyper-Target”. If, for example, one of
the dimensions is an energy state, we may want
the agents to find the targets with the same energy
without changing its internal one along the way.

The decay vector
−→
λ would implicitly be setup and

express the swarm shape formation characteris-
tics.

−→
T n, n = (1, 2, ...) - Target shape points (6)

−→
Gm,m = (1, 2, ...) - Agent’s position (7)

Figure 4: Simulator Main Screen

−→
Dm =

−→
Tn −

−→
Gm|minn‖

−→
Tn−
−→
Gm‖

(8)

−→
P m =

−→
λ ·
−→
Dm,

−→
λ = {λ1, λ2, ..λl}

λl =

{
κle
−αt, l ∈ {Moving dimentions}

0, otherwise

∥∥∥∥ (9)

5.2 The Simulator System

The system proposed architecture act as a proof of
concept for the issues and strategies regarding the
swarm shape formation. The main screen (figure
4) is just a viewer for internal components, there-
fore decoupling the relationship with the math-
ematical elements. It provides the multidimen-
sional aspect of the swarm, such as the three spa-
tial and the 4th represented by the gray shade of
the agents. By no means, it has a precise scale or
geometric perspective. The simulator generates a
unique random set of focal points for all simula-
tion sets, represented as the larger gray shaded
filled circles. The Agents of the Swarm are the
smaller and surrounded by two others indicating
the minimum and maximum distance. It also cre-
ates some random obstacles that would not move
but has to be avoided by the agents. They do
not just move in three-dimensional space but also
in the 4th dimension by changing its gray shade
level. Each agent performs one step, by cycle and
the number of cycles in each simulation gives us
the sense of how long it takes to meet the final
target. We may manually adjust each parameter
for detailed analysis but a predefined number of
simulation sets with specific parameters may be
fired and stored in data files.

5.3 Issues and Strategies

1. Shape Precision - The shape formation
purpose, such as surrounding a target or
surveillance, requires different shape preci-
sion. We use the average distance of each tar-
get even so is allowing multiple agents move



to the same focal point but this is acceptable
if we reach the overall shape.

2. Collision Avoidance - The morphogene-
sis algorithms used in Gene Regulatory Net-
works(GRNs) (Rambabu et al., 2015; Oh and
Jin, 2016; Oh et al., 2017; Oh and Jin, 2014b)
incorporate a collision avoidance(CA) factor
that even proven mathematically sound, it is
not reliable on discrete numerical simulations
and real world devices. It deals with swarm
agents as single points but in real life, it is
necessary to keep safe distances to prevent
possible damages. We implemented two dis-
tance levels, the closer(Min) is used to either
indicate danger proximity and target met.
The second (Max) act as a warning proximity
level and indication of target proximity.

3. initial Conditions and Competition -
The analysis of GRN equations shows that
multiple initial conditions converge to the
same shape form point. In other words,
swarm agents would compete for the same
target, and therefore we implemented the fol-
lowing strategies:

”Push Away” - This is similar to biological
systems and CAM3(Taylor et al., 2007; Oster-
gaard et al., 2005), where if the element gets
closer to the target it increases its own the
collision avoidance range and therefore ”re-
pels” other elements. The downside is that if
targets fall too much apart, multiple agents
would still keep around a taken location. On
the hand, it does not requires intense inter-
communication among the swarm.

Locking Target - The agent would ”Lock”
some specific target to itself and inform all
the other agents that the point is no longer
available. If competition arises, the agent sur-
renders the target to a closer agent, on the
other hand, it increases the communication
cost of exchanging the target lists and own-
ers among the swarm.

4. Communication - This critical factor that
could cause, not just lack of information but
also noise, imprecise distance and data. The
communication among agents improve preci-
sion but increase the risk of failures, therefore
we simulate and measure their effects in the
swarm algorithm.

5. Trajectory - The gradient descent algorithm
does not take into account that real life agents
are not points without dimensions and colli-
sion avoidance areas causing possible dead-
locks or trajectory blocks by other agents.

3Cohesion Adhesion Model

Table 1: Simulation Parameters Sample
Sim Nb. Shape Av.Stop Mov. Com.
Set Sim Mode Dist. Noise Noise
1 100 0 20 10 0
10 150 1 20 15 0
21 150 1 5 6 50

There is no definitive heuristic to find the
”best path” to a target blocked by such ran-
dom moving elements, therefore, we use the
following strategies:

Gradient Adjustment(steps) - This is
actually part of the GRN gradient descent
movement algorithm. It calculates each step
to the target dynamically depending on the
target distance, therefore, at each new step,
a new gradient direction scenario will be eval-
uated.

Movement Noise - A slight random
noise applied to the agent movement in-
creases the chance to find the right path to
the target. If the gradient descent step directs
the agent to a path passing inside the Colli-
sion Avoidance(CA) area to another, the CA
algorithm would keep it there forever trying.
One small ”Push” in some direction places the
agent in right straight path to the target. It
also helps the ”Push Away” mode inducing
the agents try new targets when competing.

6 Simulation

6.1 Parameters

There are three types of parameters in the sim-
ulation, (P)reset ones, which will not change for
all sets, the (S)imulation ones, which changes for
every simulation set and the (M)easures collected
for every simulation set, as follows (Examples in
Table 14):

1. Simulation Set(P) - Set identifier

2. Max. Time out cycle(P) - Maximum num-
ber of run cycles if the goal is not met.

3. Shape Mode(S) - Shape formation tech-
nique: ”push away” / ”locking targets”.

4. Avg. Stop Dist.(S) - Average target swarm
met distance.

5. Mov. Noise(S) - Step random noise.

6. Com. Noise(S) - Random communication
fail rate.

7. Shape Time(M) - Time to reach shape.
4Complete simulation data available in:

www.github.com/andrelb2000/Phyton/tree/master/MorphSimBot/SIMDATA



6.2 Results

The results obtained by the simulations do not
have meaningful real units but just for comparison
regarding the adjusting of the parameters. The
time, number of cycles and coordinate positions of
a real swarm would have different nominal values
but for the purposes of this analysis, we believe to
have properly expressed the real conditions. The
purpose of the simulation is the comparative anal-
ysis of the influence of several parameters over the
shape formation. The number of cycles that the
simulation takes to reach the target may seems
very reasonable but since the average time for each
cycle to complete may change the total simulation
time gives us a better perspective. The first in-
formation we may realize in the graph on figure
5 is the improvement in the time of the ”Push
Away” simulations (B1,B6) once we accept less
precision on the shape formation. Once we change
the strategy to ”Lock Targets”(B2) but keep the
same shape precision, the time improves and gets
more stable. The movement noise could also be
reduced not been required so much for trajectory
deadlocks. We observe the trade-off between the
movement noise and precision in (B3) but when
we impose close to zero average distance (B4) the
time increases. Communication noise and fail-
ures are introduced after the 400 simulations and
even so, the shape time gets lower and more sta-
ble (B5). This scenario is due to the fact that
the communication failure gets back the system
closer to the ”Push Away” scenario, when the sys-
tem spends less time exchanging information and
the ”Push Away” mechanism, still in place, takes
care of most of the deadlocks and competition is-
sues. The (B7) set improves a bit more the time
but at the expense of less precision, therefore, we
may observe an optimal trade-off scenario in (B8)
where we have a very good precision, reasonable
trajectory noise, Shape Met time and robust to
communication failures.

7 Conclusions

We presented the fundamentals of the morpho-
genesis shape formation paradigm and a proof of
concept simulation that could be applied to any
number of dimensions but there are several param-
eters that need to be adjusted for the proper effi-
ciency. Our results demonstrate the major trade-
off between the intense communication among the
swarm agents and the shape precision when we try
to optimize the final shape formation time. In the
former, even so all the agents are aware of the data
of the others, failures may derail the whole pro-
cess. On the other hand, the ”Push Away” tech-
nique proposed works well up to a certain shape
precision. The best combination strategy, as our
simulation results indicate, keeps the system ro-

bust to communication failures using the ”Push
Away” as a redundant backup in the presence of
failures and at the same time keeping high preci-
sion by the ”Lock Target”technique. We expect to
advance the current work by analyzing simulations
in more dimensions and further implementation of
the algorithm in real micro drone swarm systems.
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